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Implemented:
Readers:
1. Page flipping became more user-friendly in EPUB, PDF and FB2 formats.
2. Processing of the PDF-formatted books was improved. Now the PDF files that contain
loads of illustrations can be opened and flipped more quickly.
3. Full screen mode was added. It can be set for text (EPUB, FB2 etc.) and fixed (PDF,
DJVU) files separately.
4. Common font settings are applied for all text formats. Once one sets a font for a particular book, the same font settings will be applied to all the book formats.
5. Edit the search query while searching a book.
6. Highlighting of the current book orientation while processing the Rotate menu.
7. GUI (Graphical User Interface) of book menu was enhanced. Now the current chapter
is highlighted in the book’s table of content.
8. Margins calculation mechanism was improved. Now there will be no more unused
extra space at the bottom of a book page.
9. Now Reading Settings menu allows one to adjust Font size more accurately.
10. Support of Dyslexic font was added.
Library:
1. Library application performance was enhanced. Now one can easily work with a large
number of books
2. Scrolling through the booklist became smoother.
3. Quick navigation between the top and the bottom of a book list.
4. Insensitive search was added.
Book Store (BookLand):
1. Now one can review a fragment of a book in Purchase menu for free.
2. The process of book purchase got more convenient
Settings:
1. GUI of Settings application was enhanced. Now at the top of the reader’s screen one
can access various branches in different ways
2. Automatic time synchronization was added.
3. User-friendly Book Store authorization (registration procedure) was added.
4. Now one can easily go back from the Settings menu to the Main application.
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Settings:
1. GUI of Settings application was enhanced. Now at the top of the reader’s screen one
can access various branches in different ways
2. Automatic time synchronization was added.
3. User-friendly Book Store authorization (registration procedure) was added.
4. Now one can easily go back from the Settings menu to the Main application.
Browser:
1. Application performance was enhanced.
Other:
1. General Device performance was improved.
2. User-friendly setup wizard which starts during firmware update or after factory reset.
3. Procedure of Wi-Fi connection was enhanced. Now there is no need to turn off Wi-Fi
to save battery power. Wi-Fi-module automatically goes into power saving mode, when
there is no transmission of information via the interface. Set up the connection to an access point of Wi-Fi once. It will connect one automatically whenever there will be a need
to access the network.
4. The process of firmware update displays as a graphical interface instead of the text
mode that used to be in the previous versions.
5. Ability to remove events from Desktop for last opened and last added books.
6. The count of notifications is displayed now on status bar.
7. Synchronization process display window became more convenient (for PocketBook
Sync, SendToPocketBook, Dropbox services).
8. Increasing of the file system scanner speed (indexing of books in Library application
now runs two times faster).
9. Macedonian localization added.
10. Multiple minor enhancements.

Fixed:
Readers:
1. Incorrect font style selection when switching the font typeface
2. Possible improper pencil notes display PDF-formatted files
3. Possible text shift after page selection after setting page via screen keyboard
4. Possible improper page numeration in Contents menu in DjVu-formatted books
5. Possible device “freezing” while reading book using TTS engine
6. Inability to switch book chapter by hardware button which was set via key mapping
function
7. Possible empty pages display in EPUB-formatted books
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Other:
1. Possible the empty book covers display for some epub formatted books
2. Possible device “freezing” after creating of large number of user profiles.
3. In some cases the wrong recognition of paging gesture while reading books in pdf
format
4. Multiple minor bugs fixed
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